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When will the barber’s shop open?



When will the barber’s shop open?

The culturalthings about getting the haircut 



When do you usually cut your hair?
What is the worst time to cut your hair?





Q: Why do Chinese people think getting a haircut in the first lunar month will harm their uncles

(舅舅)?

A: In Chinese tradition, it is said that getting a haircut during the first lunar month would cause

one’s mother’s brothers to die. Although this is not true, some people still choose to avoid cutting

their hair during this time. They wait until Dragon Head-Raising Day (龙抬头), the second day of

the second lunar month, to line up outside barber shops (理发店).

Nobody knows why haircuts have anything to do with one’s uncles. One popular theory (理论)

says the tradition might’ve started during the early years of the Qing Dynasty (清朝). At the time,

as new rulers, the Manchu people forced the Han people to cut their hair in the Manchu style.

Many Han people refused to do it. They decided not to cut their hair during the first lunar month,

saying it was to “commemorate the former dynasty”, or in Chinese, “思旧”. Since “思旧” sounds

very similar to “dead uncle”, there may have been a misunderstanding and thus the “no haircut”

tradition.

Ancient (古代的) Chinese people thought that the human body, including one’s skin and hair,

was something that was naturally given by one’s parents and should not be altered (改变).

Therefore, they cherished their hair very much and considered cutting hair to be a great insult (侮
辱) to one’s parents.

But this doesn’t mean they never took care of their hair. They would wash, comb and trim (修整)

their hair and beards regularly.



Read the passage and answer:
When is the worst time to cut your hair?





Modern Chinese use the solar calendar as people around the world do . But at the

same time , they use their own lunar calendar . Each lunar year is given the name 

of one of these animals : the rat , the ox , the tiger , the hare , the dragon , the snake ,

the horse , the goat , the monkey , the chicken , the dog and the pig . This list lasts

for 12 years and then starts again .Each Chinese month starts on the day of the new

moon . And the full moon comes on the 15th day of the month . 









In the first lunar month

In the second lunar month



In the first lunar month

In the second lunar month

Getting a haircut will harm uncles



In the first lunar month

Getting a haircut will harm uncles

…will cause one’s mother’s brothers to die



In the first lunar month

Getting a haircut will harm uncles

…will cause one’s mother’s brothers to die

Although it’s not true, people still choose to avoid 
cutting hair 



In the first lunar month

In the second lunar month

Getting a haircut will harm uncles



In the first lunar month

In the second lunar month

Getting a haircut will harm uncles

Waiting until Dragon Head-Raising Day



In the first lunar month

In the second lunar month

Getting a haircut will harm uncles

Waiting until Dragon-Raising Day





Nobody knows why haircuts have anything to do with one’s uncles. One popular theory (理论)

says the tradition might’ve started during the early years of the Qing Dynasty (清朝). At the time,

as new rulers, the Manchu people forced the Han people to cut their hair in the Manchu style.

Many Han people refused to do it. They decided not to cut their hair during the first lunar month,

saying it was to “commemorate the former dynasty”, or in Chinese, “思旧”. Since “思旧” sounds

very similar to “dead uncle”, there may have been a misunderstanding and thus the “no haircut”

tradition.

Ancient (古代的) Chinese people thought that the human body, including one’s skin and hair,

was something that was naturally given by one’s parents and should not be altered (改变).

Therefore, they cherished their hair very much and considered cutting hair to be a great insult (侮
辱) to one’s parents.

But this doesn’t mean they never took care of their hair. They would wash, comb and trim (修整)

their hair and beards regularly.



The Qing Dynasty

New rulers: the Manchu People 



The Qing Dynasty

Manchu style : 
The hair doesn’t cover eyes.
Manchu people admire nature.
Manchu people’s religion belief.



“commemorate the former dynasty”, or in Chinese, “思旧”.Since, “思
旧” sounds very similar to “dead uncle” .



“commemorate the former dynasty”, or in Chinese, “思旧”.Since, “思
旧” sounds very similar to “dead uncle” .

the misunderstanding 
 thus the no haircut tradition



“commemorate the former dynasty”, or in Chinese, “思旧”.Since, “思
旧” sounds very similar to “dead uncle” .

Word in use:
 commemorate- V.
To remind people of an important person or 
event from the past with a special action or 
object 
 thus-adv.
As a result of something mentioned



Ancient (古代的) Chinese people thought that the human body, including one’s

skin and hair, was something that was naturally given by one’s parents and should

not be altered (改变). Therefore, they cherished their hair very much and considered

cutting hair to be a great insult (侮辱) to one’s parents.



Ancient (古代的) Chinese people thought that the human body, including one’s

skin and hair, was something that was naturally given by one’s parents and should

not be altered (改变). Therefore, they cherished their hair very much and considered

cutting hair to be a great insult (侮辱) to one’s parents.

Word in use:
 cherish- v. =  value-v.
 alter-v.
To become different ; to make sb./sth. different



But this doesn’t mean they never took care of their hair. They would wash, comb 

and trim (修整) their hair and beards regularly. 



Will you get a  haircut in the first lunar month? 
(Please explain your reasons.)

Will you follow this tradition ? Why or why not?





Will you believe the first lunar month is the worst time to cut your 
hair? Why or why not?

What role does the tradition play in our daily life?

Assignments:



Thanks for your attention! 




